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Product Summary
Recognizing the hazard of using dangerous
chemical-based products in the home, Young Living
created a line of natural household products packed
with the power and protection of Thieves. From
toothpaste and mouthwash to cleaning products,
hand soaps, and even throat lozenges, the Thieves
product line provides safe, natural alternatives for
use in the home.

Product Story
Young Living’s Thieves essential oil blend was
created based on the historical tale of four thieves
in France who protected themselves from the black
plague with cloves, rosemary, and other aromatics
while robbing victims of the killer disease. When
captured, they were offered a lighter sentence in
exchange for their secret recipe. In modern days,
these same herbs and essential oils have been
found to be an effective barrier against topical
1
and airborne microorganisms. Young Living’s
proprietary Thieves oil blend includes clove,
cinnamon bark, rosemary, lemon, and Eucalyptus
radiata and has been specially blended to offer
the same kind of defense as it did in the fifteenth
century. Thieves has been university tested and
found to be highly effective in supporting the
immune system and good health.*

Primary Benefits
The Thieves product line offers an array of natural
household products that you can feel confident
about using in your home. Because of the natural
purifying ability of the essential oils contained
in the Thieves blend, these products are effective
without using harsh or synthetic chemicals like
many other products on the market.

What Makes These Products Unique?
Every product in the Thieves line has been infused
with pure, therapeutic-grade essential oils. Great
care has been taken to ensure that each essential
oil contained in Young Living’s products meets the
highest standard for purity and potency.

Did You Know?
+ T
 hieves essential oil blend has been university
tested for its effects against unwanted
microorganisms.
+ Thieves Foaming Hand Soap contains aloe
and vitamin E, both renowned for their skinnourishing benefits.
+ Thieves Dentarome Ultra contains calcium
carbonate, a natural whitener for teeth.
+		Thieves Household cleaner is a concentrate so
		you can dilute it with water to maximize the
		amount of cleaner in each bottle.

Key Ingredients
Young Living’s Thieves essential oil blend contains
clove, lemon, cinnamon, Eucalyptus radiata, and
rosemary.

Thieves Products
Thieves Autoship Pack*
Young Living’s Thieves Autoship Pack ensures the
benefits of this revolutionary essential oil blend are
always on hand. The purifying action of Thieves
essential oils is available in a wide variety of
products for the home, including the following:
+ Thieves Essential Oil
		 See description under Product Story.

+		Thieves Household Cleaner
		Experience the wonder of Thieves Household
		Cleaner, as tough stains and problem areas in
		your home become simple and easy to maintain
		with out using harsh or abrasive chemicals.
		While bacteria and mold can be dangerous, some
		industrial cleaners on the market pose an even
		larger threat to your health. Thieves Household
		Cleaner is a natural, all-purpose concentrate that
		can be used in every room in your home, without
		the negative effects of harsh chemicals. Dilute in
		a spray bottle or bucket, or use straight for extra
		strength. For your convenience, dilution ratios
		are listed on the label.

+ Thieves Dentarome Ultra
		An advanced formula of all-natural ingredients
		that gently cleans and whitens your teeth while
		harnessing the power of pure, therapeutic-grade
		Thieves essential oil for fresh breath.

+		Thieves Spray
		Ideal for use on the many surfaces in your home
		or in your travels, Thieves Spray cleanses and
		protects from dust, mold, and other undesirable
		microorganisms. This small bottle is perfect for
		traveling or keeping in your purse or backpack.

+		Thieves Fresh Essence Plus Mouthwash
		A special formulation of essential oils that
		provides incredibly fresh breath. The unique
		liposome technology (using soy-derived lecithin)
		binds the essential oils to the mucous membrane
		inside the mouth for longer-lasting effects on
		teeth and gums.

		*Add this pack to your autoship and save $11.50!
		Pack includes (2) Thieves Household Cleaner, (1)
		Thieves essential oil blend, (1) Thieves Dentarome
		Ultra Toothpaste, (1) Thieves Fresh Essence Plus
		Mouthwash, (3) Thieves Spray, and (2) Thieves
		Foaming Hand Soap. Autoship pack is exclusively
		available to Essential Rewards members.

+		Thieves Foaming Hand Soap
		Cleanse, defend, and condition the skin with the
		therapeutic-grade essential oil blend Thieves,
		pure lemon and orange essential oils, aloe,
		Ginko biloba, and vitamin E. Dispensed as a rich
		foam, Thieves Foaming Hand Soap contains
		gentle ingredients so it can be used often without
		drying or stripping the skin.
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Other Thieves Products
Thieves Dentarome 		
Thieves Dentarome Plus		
Thieves Wipes			
Thieves Cleansing Bar Soap

Item No. 3737
Item No. 3738
Item No. 3756
Item No. 3679
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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